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POSITION DESCRIPTION:

. COORDINATOR OF SPECIAL NEEDS IN MINNESOTA '

This reports the available information about the nature of a job in

vocational education at the local school level in Minnesota. The job is

that of Coordinator of Special Ned6s. It entails responsibility for the

setvices to students in vocational education who are handicapped and/or

disadvantaged.

This report is one of a series1 dealing with the competencies required

by the coordinator position. The overall project reported here Was concerned

with developing competencybased inservice training for these coordinators.

The research was conducted by the Department of Educational Administration,

Ilaiversity of Minnesota and supported in part by a grant (Empirical Role

Dtfinition of Local Special Needs Personnel in Vocational Education) fram

the U.S. Otfice of Education, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

This reports the nature of the coordinator job. Its three major

sources are: the state Plan for Vocational Education in effect during the

academic year 1975-76 Ninnesota Division of VocationalTechnical Education,

1975); a survey of position and background, in which all 33 coordinators

in Minnesota participated; and the performance referents contained in

44 statements of required competencies as rated by the job incumbents.

"Other reports relating to this project and similarly dated Hay, 1976
include: Competencies Required of Coordinators of Special Needs in Vocational
Education in Minnesota as Perceived by Incumbents (Summary); Position Descrip7
tion: Coordinators of Special Needs in Minnesota; Recommendations: Competency
based Inservice Training for Coordinators of Special Needs in Vocational
Education.
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?Abet of the information from the first two sources is found in this

present report. The derivation of the competencies, and their ratings by

the coordinators, are reported elsewhere (Weatherman & Krantz; 1976a;

Krantz & Weatherman, 1976a).

Coordinator of Special Needs
Ninnesota State Plan Description

Each state in its relationship to federal funding for vocational

education prepares a state Plan describing the endeavor and providing

rationale for specific funding. Contained in the Hinnesota state Plan

(Minnesota Division of Vocational Education, 1975) is a description of

the duties of Coordinator of Special Needs.

The description has varied somewhat since it first appeared in 1971.

The Coordinator of Special Needs was described in its first mention as:

Responsible to the district vocational education director for
planning, promotion, development, review and improvement of
vocational programs as they relate to handicapped and/or
disadvantaged persons. Shall be a liaison between vocational
education and other groups or agencies serving special needs

students. Shall be responsible for that part of the annual
local plan dealing with special needs students.

The duties were thus described in essentially their modern form.

The plan in effect during the 1975-76 fistal year described duties as

follows:

Shall prepare and implement a delivery system which addresses
itself to fulfilling the unique needs of students with
special needs.

Shall provide the necessary support services to the student
with special needs where deemed appropriate.

Shall coordinate and facilitate inservice training of regular
staff to more adequately understand and meet the needs of the
students with special needs.

Shall coordinate with and assist the vocational center in their
service area in planning and implementing a delivery system to
meet the needs of students with special needs enrolled in
secondary programs. 4
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Shall annually provide'a report to the state regarding progress
of the local special needs programs.

The job description's placement wdthin the outline of the state

Plan may or mai not be significant; it was listed in the section wbich

followed the descriptions of local administrative,and supervisory personnel,

and occurred in the section dealing-with local instructional personnel.

It was preceeded by the descriptionof the vocational instructor of special

needs students and was followed by descriptions of the duties of vocational

instructor-evaluator in work adjustment centers, instructor-coordinator

of special-needs students, support services manager for special needs

students, remedial-related subjects instructor, vocational social worker/

advocate for students of special needs, interpreter for the deaf, vocational

tutor, instructional support staff, training specialist in a modified

.proiram, training tryout specialist, and vocational education advisor. It

is worth noting that most of the above jobs, if they exist at the local

level, are generally under the supervision of the Coordinator of Special

Reeds.

As to qualifications for certification of Coordinators of Special

Reeds, three options were given by tbe state Plan. Each of the three

options required a four year degree, one year or 2,000 hours varied work

experience outside education, a course in philosophy of vocational educa-
.

tion, and 60 clock hours of human relations training; except that substitu-

tion for the four year degree was possible under the third option. The

options were:

1. Possess a degree in special education (mentally retarded or
special learning behavior problems); shall prior to renewal
of two year certificate have 9 credits in: vocational
counseling, education of disadvantaged, and organization/
administration of vocational education; shall have three
years of teaching and/or administrative experience.

5
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2. Possess degree in vocational education; shtill prior to renewal

of two year certificate have 12 credits int education of the
exeeptional child, prevocational assessment, 7sychology/educa-
tion of the mentally retarded, and psychology/education in
special learning/behavior problems. Shall have three years
teaching and/or administrative experience.

3. Shall have at least two years teaching experience or adminis-
trative experience yorld.ng with students with special needs.
Shall possess necessary personality characteristics which
allow the person to work effectively with students with
special needs as attested to by the local vocational
director.

-Suumarizing the certification requirements, it appeared that the state

expected a fairly high degree of competence in special or vocational educa-

tion, but allowed for exceptional instances of persons who were qualified

by soue other route.

Collateral From State Plan

The state Plan for Vocational Education,1965 carried as an appendix

a state Student Senate resolution and a cover memorandum from the Assistant

Cmumissioner for VOcational-Ihchnical Education to the State Commissioner

for Education. The memorandum called attention to the Student Senate

resolution without endorsing or challenging it. The resolution mentioned

a 29 percent drop out rate in the Area Vocational-Technical Institutes

the previous year, and called for implementation of "a program that will

provide services to fit the needs of each special needs student."

Another memorandum in the Plan appendix refers to the aggregate size of

the special needs programs in Minnesota. The occasion for the memorandum

was that special state funding of two million dollars for special needs

services was not approved, and the memorandum indicated what uses would

have been made of the funds if they had been available. Of the two million

dollars, $500,000 would have been used to fund vocational assessment centers

within the Area Vocational-Technical Institutes (AVTIs), $300,000 would have

6
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i

provided support services to post-secondary students in regular programs,

$200,000 wduld have been invested in the vocational advisory services

program to minority persons and:one million dollars would have been addressed

to "the many adults needing community based training stations throughout

the state. In cooperation with the state hospitals, DVR, and the Department

of Corrections, some 900 individuals could have been better assimulated in
0

the community and the labor market." Generally speaking, these programs, -

together with the'existing programs that were funded, would have been

under the supervision of Coordinators of Special Needs at the local level.

The state Plan section which gave annual and long range goals listed a

post-secondary objective as "to provide all AVTIs with a special needs

coordinator." The plan called for 33.such-positions by 1976 (that objective

.was'met). The budgeted funds for this objective were $350,000, Part B

Federal monies and $100,000 of state and local monies. This objective waa

stated under the objective of disadvantaged students and was not repeated

under the heading of the handicapped; presumably dhe same objective would

be served with respect to the handicapped students by meeting the objective

as stated.

A, working paper authorized by ehe state supervisor of special needs in

1975 stated that secondary vocational centers should arrange to receive

program supervision under some agreement with the special needs cOordinator

in the appropriate AVTI. Secondary centers are regular secondary schools

with vocational education programs located within them. One or more

secondary center may exist in the primary service area of an AVTI. In

Minnesota AVTIs are each operated by local school districts (except for

three that are operated by specially created joint school districts) and

serve predominantly post-secondary and adult students.

7
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Survey of Coordinator Job

At the time this study was begun, very little summary or descriptive

information could be found in regard to Coordinators of Special Needs. The

job was relatively new, with over 2/3 of the coordinators having less than

two years experience on the job. A survey was therefore made using a ques-

tionnaire to elicit from the incumbent coordinators their description

of their positions, the position context and their own backgrounds.

Questionnaire

The major portion of the necessary questionnaire for position descrip-

tion was available from a previous study. The general-format of the ques-

tionnaire was multiple choice to facilitate interpretation and data manage-

ment. The content dealt with program information, with the program adminis-

trator or coordinator as the reference point. This questionnaire was

expanded forthe present study in consultation with personnel of the State

Special Needs Unit and was subjected to pilot testing.

The questionnaire in its final form was seven pages in length (see

Appendix A). Three major classes of.informational variable were covered:

organizational variables stch as the organization and administrative struc-

ture within which the coordinator works; program characteristic variablei

such as size of student body and extent of program segregation-integratIon;

and individual characteristics of the incumbent such as training and ,

experience and professional affiliation. The questionnaire closed with

two open-ended questions calling for brief statements of work aspects for

Which the coordinator found himself best prepared and least well prepared.

Procedure for Position Description

The position questionnaire was mailed to each of the 33 Coordinators

of Special Needs in Minnesota, together with a cover letter soliciting their
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cooperation. Stamped return envelopes were provided.

Vithin a week of their distri:mtion, nearly half of the questionnaires

bad been returned. TWothirds were returned within two weeks and all 33

had been received by the investigator by the end of a four week period.

The promptness and completeness of the return is mentioned as an indication

of :be extent to which the coordinators accepted and cooperated with the

research. Some of the alacrity should probably be attributed to the fact

that within the two weeks prior to distribution of the questionnaires, the .

coordinators had net with the state Division of Vocational Education staff

who had explained the purpose of the research and had encouraged cooperation.

In the course of receiving and following up on questionnaires, the

decision was made to change the identity of the respondent from one of the

_programs. The coordinator who had first been identified (though under a'

job title different from coordinator) had begun the program in that district.

His job duties broadened, however, and another person was placed in charge

of the special needs program. It was this second person whose actual duties

conformed to the job of Coordinator of Special Needs. It was his span of

responsibility and program that was restricted to special needs concerns,

the first person baying assumed responsibility also for special education.

The second person was therefore entered into the study and the first one

was dropped; the number and identity of programs was maintained and the

number of coordinators remained at 33.

As responses were examined, certain implausible statements were

discovered. For example, a coordinator reported that his program's total

budget was $20001 whereas his salary alone would far exceed that amount.

Other coordinators reported that they were responsible to a special school

district organized specifically for vocational education, whereas it was

9
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eiployed were the responsibility of general school districts. Other and

less obvious kinds of suspect data were reported. In order to avoid

tallying evidently or even clearly fallacious information, telephone

calls were made to the respondents by the investigator in order to

discuss, verify, and correct the suspect information. Telephone consul-

tation of this kind was held with 13 of the 33 respondents, and similar

discussion was held with four others incidental to other communication.

In this way, all suspect information was verified or corrected.

As incoming returns were inspected and contacts made with respondents,

the decision was made by the investigator to cease gathering information

on program budgets. The reason.for this decision was that reliable

information appeared to be unobtainable from the smaller programs. Other

than this deletion, completed position questionnaired were secured from

100 percent.of die population under study.

The findings of the position questionnaire when tallied yielded a

set of position descriptions which aggregated make up a description of

the Sob of coordinator of special needs in Minnesota.

Organizational Variables

Several questions dealt with the kind of organization in which the

position is located, and with the position's location within the organi-

zation. These organizational variables are displayed in Tables 1

through 6.

1 0
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Table 1

Geographic Location of Incumbents' Programs

Location Number Percent

Central city over 50,000 and/or suburbs 9 27.3

Vtban/rural, including cities up to 50,000 , 12 36.4

Mbstly rural, including cities under 10,000 -ll 33.3

Other 1 3.0

Total 33 100.0

Geographic location was diverse, and roughly equal among the three

major categories.

Mbst of the coordinators were employed in Area Vocational-Technical

Institutes (AVM's), most of %.hich were operated by local comprehensive

school districts. This item of information was one of those whicli

necessitated telephone calls to some of the incumbents, several of whom

had reported that they were employed by districts organized.primarily

for vocational education.

Table 2

Type of Local Educational.Agency in Which
the Incumbents Were Employed

Type of Agency

Single comprehensive school district

Board organized for vocational education

Intermediate unit, nonvocational

Total

Number Percent

28 84.8

4 12.1

1 3.0

33 100.0

1 1
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Conversation indicated thee same coordinators were not clearly aware

that the AVTI reported in most instances to a comprehensive school board.

The four boards organized for vocational education included the state's

three vocational districts specially created by legislation and one

vocational center operated by a joint board. The nonvonational intermediats

unit mu. also operated by a joint board, but one organized primarily for

special education.

Table 3

Person to Whom the Coordinator Is Responsible".
in the Conduct of His Work

Supervisor Number Percent

Superintendent of a district 2 6.1

Director of a school or AVTI 18 54.5

DiPartment head 4 12.1

Director of Special Education 4 12.1

Other 4 12.1

More than one of the above 1 3.0

total 33 100.0

The preponderance of AVTI organizations in the reporting population

accounted in large measure for the fact that over half of the coordinators

reported themselves to be directly responsibleto AVTI directors. In two

of the state's special vocational education districts, the superintendent

was in direct supervisory relationship to the coordinator, and in those

districts there was no conventional AVTI director. The four directors of

special education tallied in Table 3 were responsible to vocational educa-

tion line supervisors, or had direct regulatory responsibility to the State

Division of Vocational Education.

12
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The position questionnaire asked each respondent to write in his own

position title, and the name and title of his immediate supervisor, in

addition to checking the supervisor's title closest to the options tallied

in Table 3. The write-in responses were so dtverse as to make tabulation

unfeasible, but sone tentative patterns emerged. The most common pattern,

reported by 14 of the respondents, was that of an incuMbent titled as some

Close variant of Coordinator of Special Needs and reporting to a superin-

tendent, to a vocational school director or assistant director, or to a

principal. Reporting to the same kinds of supervisors were eight other

coordinators with different local position titles: two entitled as instruc-

tors, two as Support Service Managers, a learning center director, a

director of special services, a project director, and a department chairman.

The local titles of the coordinators themselves were assessed by the

questionnaire in two different ways, one by check-off of stated options and

the other by write-in.
^

Table 4

Coordinators' Local Position Titles, Checked
as Being Closest to the Given Options

Title Option

Special Needs Coordinator

Support Services Manager

Director of Special Services

Other

Total

Number Percent

24 72.7 .

5 15.2

1 3.0

3 9.1

33 100.0

13
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Table 5

Coordinators' Local Position Titles
as Reported by Writein

Local Job Title Number Percent

Coordinator of Special Needs 19 57.6

Instructor 4 12.1

Shpport Services Nnnager 2 6.1

Vocational Director 1

Directoro.Project or Center 2 6.1

Chairman, Related Instruction Department 1 3.0

Wbrk Coordinator 1 3.0

Special Needs Counselor 1 3.0

Blank 2 6.1

Total 33. 100.0

Local nosition title alone was evidently not the key to commonality

in this population. Some of the comments written on the questionnaires,

and some of the telephone contacts with the incumbents, indicated a

dissatisfaction with the existing position titles. Some comments indicated

tension, such as "I am an administrator, and would resent being called a

coordinator," and "coordinator is feared because it is believed the

taxpayers feel us 'administration heavy." At least one incumbent was

found to be undergoing fundamental redefinition of his position during

the survey.

The survey was conducted during January and February of 1976. Each

incumbent was asked to report when he began to function as Coordinator of

Special Needs.

14
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Table 6

Date When Respondents Were First Employed as Coordinators

Starting Date Number Percent.

Before 1/70 1 3.0

1/70 - 12/70 2 6.1

101 - 12/71 1 3.0

1/72 - 12/72 . 0 0.0.

1/73 - 12/73 3 9.1

1/74 - 6174 2 6.1

7174 - 12/74 10 30.3

1/75 - 6175 3 9.1

7175 - 12/75 9 27.3

.Not reported 2 6.1

, Total 33 100.0

Over two-thirds (73.9%) of the Coordinators of Special Needs in Minnesota

were first so employed within the two calendar years immediately preceding

the study, this fact emphasizing the newness of the job. With few exceptions,

the incumbents were the first to hold their positions; one exception was

that of a coordinator who in 1974 replaced a predecessor who had begun as

coordinator in 1971 and whose duties had since so broadened as to remove

him from the population under study.

Program Variables

The special needs programs supervised by the Coordinators of Special

Needs are of many kinds. Several program variables were ascertained 'ay the

position questionnaire. Characteristics of the programs are shliwn in

Tables 7 through 18.

1 5
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Table 7

Extent to Which the Program Is Ciyarated Separately
from the Reguiar Vocational Education Program

Separateness Number Percent

Physically distinct service facilities 2 6. I

No separate facilities, fully integrated 13 39. 4

Neither completely separate nor integrated 17 51. 5

Not determined 1 3. 0

Total 33 100. 0

One of the physically distinct programs was reported to operate Ina multidistrict

regional special services ce nter, and the other as a remedial center located in an

AVTI. Most programs, it will be Doted in Table 7, had some segregated and some

integrated aspects. The 13 fully i ntegrated programs operated mostly as a set of

supportive services, including counseling and tin modification or supplementation of

regular vocational education classes.

The reported program sizes in terms of numbers of students are not to be taken

as accurate reports, or at least not as meaningful representations of pncgram service

volumes. Telephone calls were made to some of the less plausibly reported programs,

and it became evident that pupil accounting methods were highly variable. One coor-

dinator reported a current membership of 20, but a service volume during September

to January of 78.

16



Table 8

Programs Categorized by ambers of Students Reported to be
in Average Daily Hhmbership at the Time of Survey

15

Average Meibership Number Percent

, 0 - 24 4 12.1

25'- 49 9 27.3

50 - 74 8 24.2

75 "- 99 0 0.0

100 - 199 7 21.2

2n0 - 299 2 6.1

300 or more 2 6.1

Ebt reported 1 3.0

Total 33 100.0

Other programs reported that almost all students served since September

were still in sustained service in January. A number of programs had no

formal period of service to students, and hence had no verifiable nuMber

of students receiving service. In short, present pupil accounting methods

do not permit the question to be answered reliably. This conclusion is

strengthened by calculating the reported number of special needs students

as a percent of the total vocational enrollment in the applicable AVTI;

the obtained percents ranged from 45 percent in an AVTI with over 1500

students to 3 percent in an AVTI with approximately 1000 students. The

data in Table 8 are meaningful as coordinator reports, but not as factual

service figures.

17
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Table 9

Age-Levels of Students Served in the 33 programs, Reported
as Percents of the Students with Special Needs

Number of Programs with Stated Percents

Age Level OZ 1 -9% 10-49% 50-89% 90-99% 100%

Junior high school 28 2 2 1 0 0

Senior high school 18 2 6 1 2 3

Post-secondary to age 21 6 0 5 17 4 0

Adult over age 21 7 3 17 6 0 0

The primary import of Table 9 is that the Coordinators of Special Needs

were responsible for a number of different age configurations. The compare-

tiiely large number of programs with zero junior or senior high school enroll-

ment may be associated with the preponderance of programs in AVTIs, institu-

tions that are mostly posh secondary in mission. What is of more practical

significance is the fact that most programs are not restricted to a single

age range.

Table 10

Types of Special Needs Reported of Students in the 33 Programs*
Given as Estimated Percents of Enrollment

Number of Programs with Stated Percents

Need Type 0% 1-9% 10-49% 50-89% 90-99% 100%

Handicapped only 5. 9 15 3 0 1

Disadvantaged mly 5 4 8 11 4 1

Both 7 7 12 5 2 0

Neither 17 5 8 0 2 1

The meaning of Table 10 is difficult to state unequivocally. The lack

of a good student accounting system, mentioned earlier, is evident in the
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Implausible report that nearly half of the programs served students who were

neither handicapped nor disadvantaged, that one-third had a significant

number (10% or more) of such students, and three had 90 percent or more of

such students.- In the light of the programs being set up to serve handicapped

aad/or disadvantaged students only, the reported percentages should be

considered unreliable.

Similarly, data reported regarding the programs' budgets were considered

too unreliable to warrant even tabulation. This was true to sueh an extent

that late respondents were asked to omit answers to the question. Telephone

contacts with the respondents seemed to iadieate that those with the larger

budgets, those with budgets of over $50,60, were reporting from a fornal

budget document that had been developed under their direct management; those

reporting budgets in the lower ranges were reporting estimates that, in some

cases, did not take into account the incumbent's salary. A reasonably

confident statement can be made, on the basis of all iaformation gathered,

that seven programs have budgets of over $100,000 annually.

Reports about personnel supervised by the Coordinators of Special Needs,

on the other band, appear'to be reliable except as qualified below,

Table 11

Teachers Supervised by Coordinators of Special Needs

Number of
Teachers

NuMber of
Programs

Percent of
Programs

0 15 45.5

1 - 4 10 30.3

5 - 9 4 12.1

10 - 14 0 0.0

15 - 19 1 3.0

20 - 24 2 6.1

25 - 29 0 0.0

30 - 34 1 3.0

Totals 33 100.0

19
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Table 12

Support Service Managers and Case Service Managers Supervised
by Coordinators of Special Needs

Number of
Service Nana era

Number of
Programs

Percent of
Programs

1.

27

1

87.9

3.0

2 3 9.1

3 1. 3.0

4180

9 1 3.0

Totals 33 100.0

Table 13

Secretaries and Other Clerical Workers Supervised
by Coordinators of Special Needs

Number of
Clerical Workers

Maher of Percent of
Programs Programs

0 10 30.3

1 17 51.5

2 3 9.1

3 0 0.0

4 2 6.1

10 1 3.3

Totals 33 100.0

20
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Table 14

Vocational Evaluators and Work Evaluators Supervised
by Coordinators of Special Needs

Number of Number of
Evaluators Programs

Percent of
Programs

0 30 90.9

1 1 3.0

2 1 3.0

3 1 3.0

Totals 33 100.0

Table 15

Aides Supervised by Coordinators of Special Needs
Excluding Unpaid Student Aides

Nnaber
of Aides

Number of
Programs

Percent of
Programs

0 18 54.5

1 4 12.1

2 2 6.1

3 3 9.1

4

5 2 6.1

SD

15 3 9.1

41011,

19 1 3.0

Totals 33 100.0

21.
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Table 16

Tutors, Including Certified Instructors Punetioning as Tutors,
Supervised by Coordinators of Special Needs;

Does Not Include Unpaid Student Tains

NUmber of Number4of Percent of
Intors Programs Prograns

0 24 72.7
, 1 1 3.0

2 1 3.0
3 0 0:0
4 1 3.0
5 0 0.0
6 1 3.0
7 2 6.1
8 / 3.0
9 1 t 3.0

10 1 3.0

Totals 33 100.0

Table 17

Other Personnel Supervised by Coordinators of Special Needs

Number of
Other Personnel

Nutber of
Programs

Percent of
Programs

0 16 48.5
1 3 9.1
2 2 6.1

3 3 9.1
4 1 3.0
5 4 12.1
6 1 3.0
7 0 0.0
8 1 3.0
9 0 0.0

10 1 3.0

15 1 3.0

Totals 33 100.0

22
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Table 18

Total Personnel Supervised by Coordinators of Special Needs

NUMber of
Personnel

NuMber of
Programs

Percent of
Programs

0 5 15.2

4 6 18.2

9 8 2402

20 24 6 28.2

25 7 29 2 6.2

20 24 4 22.2

25 29 0 0.0

30 34 I. 3.0

Im

.50-54 I. 3.0

Totals 33 200.0

The most important qualiiication to bear in mind while interpreting

--these personnel data is that the respondents were not instructed to respond

in terms oflull'time equivalent positions. Each person reported to be

supervised WS not necessarily a full time employee. Same positions, such

as those of Case Services or Support Services Manager, were full time

without known exception. Other positions, such as Tutor, were more often

than not part time. Some of the clerical positions, each reported as one

hill datum, were assigned half time to the Coordinator.of Special Needs. The

entabled numbers therefore represent span of control rather than size A

program, although the two are probably related.

It does seem probable, however, both on rational grounds and on the

basis of collateral evidence, that the personnel numbers were reported

reliably within the qualifications stated above.

Each coordinator was asked whether any part of his special needs program
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was provided to students in a nonschool facility such as a sheltered

workshop, and the fee paid by the school and not by vocational rehabilita

tion. This question was included for itt implications Iegarding the use of

community resources, and because some programs in other states were known

to follow this prmctice. Responses, after refinement by telephone, indicated

that one of .the coordinators followed this practice of purchasing some

services, and that the others did not.

The program descriptions showed a fairly wide diversity of program

characteristics in terms of such variables as use of specialized resources,

size and nature of student body, and staffing.

Incumbent Variables

The backgrounds in training and experience of the incumbents, and their

. professional orientations, were likewise found to be diverse, as is shown in

Tables 19 through 23.

Most of the incumbents reported degrees of Masters level or beyond.

Except for vocational rehabilitation and business management, most of

the coordinators have bad at least nine credits of training (roughly three

courses) in each of the listed areas.

Table 19

Levels of Academic Pteparation Reported
by Coordinators of Special Needs

Highest Degree Number Percent

B.A. ar B.S. 4 12.1

B.A. or B.S. plus 45 quarter credits 4 12.1

M.A. or M.S. 11 33.3

M.A. or M.S. plus 45 quarter credits 13 39.4

Ph.D. or Ed.D 1 3.0

:Totals 33 100.0
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Table 20

Areas in Which Coordinators of Special Needs Have 9 or More
Quarter Credits of Undergraduate or Graduate Training

Areas Number Percent

General Education 33 100.0

Vocational, Trade and Industrial 26 78.8

Hpecial Education 19 57.6

Vocational Rehabilitation 10 30.3

Educational Administration, Program Management 17 51.5

Business Administration 7 21.2

Table 21

Occupations in Which Coordinators of Special Needs
Have Had at Least Sight Months of Experience

Occupation Number Percent

Teacher in vocational education 13 39.4
VOcational education counselor 6 18.2
Teacher-coordinator, vocational education 11 33.3
Case Services or Support Services Manager 1$ 45.$
Teacher in special education 12 36.4
Director or supervisor, special education 7 21.2
School psychologist 0 0.0
Rehabilitation counselor, state employer 4 12.1
Vocational Adjustment Coordinator , 2 6.1

. Teacher in general education 18 54.5
School counselor, general education 7 21.2

The data in Table 21 were generated by the coordinators checking off

presented options, and hence may not be exhaustive; the data in Table 22

were generated by classifying responses to an open-ended question.

The experiential backgrounds of the incumbent coordinators were found

to be quite heterogeneous within education. Most of them had been teachers

within general education. Nearly half (45.5%) had been Case Services or
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Support Services Managers, a kind of direct service special needs position

from which it is reasonable to assume that they were recruited to become

coordinators. This fact probably led several respondents to omit that job

as a response to the question reported in Table 22, viewing the transition

to coordinator status as a change of title only without abrapt change of

duties.

Table 22

Titles of Last Jobs Held by Incumbents Prior to
Becoming Coordinators of Special Needs

Job Titles Number Percent

Vocational education instructor 8 24.2
Vocational education supervisor 3 9.1
toecial education instructor 7 21.2
Special education supervisor 2 6.1

General education instructor 5 15.2
General education supervisor 2 6.1
Vbcational rehabilitation counselor 1 3.0
Vocational adjustment coordinator 2 6.1
Job in private employment 3 9.1

Totals 33 100.0

The number of coordinators whose last previous job was as special or

general education instructor, a total of.12 or 36.4 percent, is noteworthy.

Some of those classified as general educators, it is known from other sources,

were experienced in remedial' communication teaching. In any event, twothirds

of the coordinators were recruited imnediately from jobs outside of vocational

education, although most of them (see Table 21) had had vocational education

experience in the past.

A final incumbent datum, taken as an index of pmfessional identification,

was membership in selected professional organizations.

Mont coordinators were members of the primary professional organization

in the field of vocational education, the American Vocational Association.
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Mostwere also members of the National Association of Vocational Education

Special Needs Personnel.

Tabel 23

Professional Organizational Membership Reported
by Coordinators of Special Needs .

,

Organization Number Percent

American Vocational Association . 21 63.6

Council for Exceptional Children 9 27.3

National Rebabilitation Association 5 15.2

Aierican Personnel and Guidance Association 5 15.2

Minnesota Administrators Special Education 6 18.2

National Association of Vocational Education
Special Needs Personnel 19 37%6

On the whole, Coordinators of Special Needs in Minnesota were found

to be diverse in their personal backgrounds and affiliations. The diversity

Of their programs and program settings has been noted earlier. The question

to be addressed later is whether this diversity can be taken to represent

a single group with a wide range of characteristics, or whether it represents

subgroups, each with a more restricted range of characteristics. The'test

of subgroup divisibility will be addressed in terms of the coordinators'

reports of what competencies they need in their positions; the competency

ratings will be the subject of the next section.

Competency Referents as Job Description

The job of Coordinator of Special Needs could reasonably be described

as the exercise of those competencies which the job requires. That is,

when a coordinator has reported what he must be able to do, he has also

reported what he does.

A. job description arrived at from rated competency statements is necessarily

incomplete. As McCleary (1973) has said "perhaps the most difficult activity;
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but a very necessary one, is the actual writing of competency statements.

TWe scope of the statement, its form, and the elements to be included all

create 'hangups'. If possiblet accept the idea that education (competency

attainment) is an open system: (1) All possible competencies will never

be identified and some can only be vaguely defined, (2) some competencies

that you will Identify will: not have any identifiable means of attainment,

ihd (3) some will seam extremely simple and mundane while others will

appear to be so complex as to be unrealistic. Best progress has been made

when statements are molar in form." This limitation of scope cited by

&Cleary applied to the list of competencies which the coordinators of

special needs used as the *,asis for their ratings. The limitations

*similarly apply to any job descripiion derived from the competency

referents.

A full description of each competeniy referent and of the distributions

of ratings for the statements would require a six-page table which will not

be repeated here. It will be found in the companion report (Krantz &

Weatherman, 1976a). For present purposes, it will suffice to highlight

those competencies which seem to illustrate the range of the coordinator's

responsibilities and which describe the job beyond what is given in preceeding

sections of this report.

Most coordinators find it at least important to participate in the

selection of personnel and.most find it essential to supervise and evaluate

the performance of staff personnel.

Most coordinators reported that it is at lease important for them to

determine the size and type of the special needs program through needs

assessment, identify and recommend physical plant requirements, acquire

funding from a variety of sources to suplort the program, and design and

implement a program evaluation process. On the other hand, only slightly
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more than one-half of the itcumbents reported that they had found it

important to design a,system for vocational evaluation of students using

real or simulated work as the medium.

Mbst of the coordinators reported that they found it at least impor-

tant to lead a mmltidisciplinary team meeting regarding the special needs,

develop an individualized descriptive program plan for individual students,

gtsist students to tolve interpersonal problems, make a determination of

the .student's needs and potentials, provide vocational counseling and

guidance to students with special needs, provide remedial and developmental

instruction in basic skills and apply basic learning theory and principles

of behavior management to the design of instructional programs for individual

students.

Most of the coordinators reported that it was important or essential

for them to maintain the programs record system in accordance with state

regulations.and format, authorize purchases and expenditures in accordance

with standard practice, interpret and implement at the local level the

guidelines and philosophy of the state plan for vocational education, comply

with state and federal laws and regulations on behalf of the special needs

progtam, and develop and maintain a special needs budget that appropriately

accounts for funds from several sources.

In general, when the designation Noose appears above, this indicates

that at least two-thirds of the respondents made the described rating.

Summary

In summary, the job of Coordinator of Special Needs in vocational

education in Minnesota can be described from three standpoints: specification

in the state plan for vocational education, survey of the 33 extant positions

as reported by incumbents, and as the exercise of the competencies reported

to be needed by the incumbents.
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COMPETENICIES REQUIRED OF COORDINATORS OF SPECIAL NEEDS

IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN MINNESOTA AS PERCEIVED BY INCUMBENTS

(Summary)

-This summarizes the procedures and findingi of an investigation conducted
by the Npartment of Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, and
supported in part by the U.S. Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, An
Empirical Role Definition of Local Special Needs Personnel in Vocational
Education.

JUMAIMIND

This study was carried out as part of a programmatic research and devel-
opment effort. That effort is the development of inservice training for -
persons who at the local educational agency leve1 are resPonsible for programs
of vocational education for handicapped and disadvantaged students. In
Minnesota, this job is designated as Coordinator of Special Needs.

The Department of Educational Administration conducts inservice training
for diiectors of special education. The present investigation was suggested
by some of the developnents in that program. Other activities have included
a-survey of special needs personnel in the various state divisions of voca-
tional education and a survey of local special needs programs in ehe various
states.

PURPOSE OF STOW

The purpose of the present investigation was to delineate the nature of
the job of Coordinaeor of Special Needs in Minnesota, and to determine what
competencies are perceived by the incumbents to be required by that job.

The study investigated the following:

1. Characteristics of the organizational context of the job, nature
of the program supervised, and background and professional orienta-
tion of the incumbents.

2. Competencies required on the job as perceived by the incumbents,
and,.

3. Whether, in their perceptions of their competency requirements,
the Minnesota Coordinators of Special Needs constitute an indis-
tinguishable single population or whether they are made up of
distinguishable subpopulations.

Available information indicated that the job would be diverse and that the
. incumbents would be varied in background and orieatatien.

RELATED INFORMATION

Special Needs programming in vocational education (service to students
who are handicapped and/or disadvantaged) has attained high visibiljty, and
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Its lead personnel are the subjeet of considerable interest. The job of

Coordinator of Special Reeds, to which is allocated the responsibility of
special needs programs at the local level, has emerged as pivotal in the
enterprise. The job is defined in general terms in ehe Minnesota State
Plan for vocational education, but neither in Ildnnesota nor elsewhere was
there_found a statement of what competencies are required by the job.

The competencies of educational personnel have likewise become the sub-
jects of extensive literature. The competency based mthement is relatively
recent, with most of its literature appearing in elle 1970's. The competencies
approach has become the most common one in the design of new training programs
for educational personnel.

A state by state search has not revealed the existence of a preservice
or inservice training program designed for Coordinators of Special Needs.
Vete of entry into the job appears to be rapid and the incumbents appear to
have been variously recruited. The specific facts regarding this, however,
bad not been previously ascertained.

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Population The population studied consisted of all 33 present Coordinators

of Special Needs in Minnesota.

Competency statements A jury of experts was assembled to generate competency
4 statements. The jury consisted of: the state Coordinator of Vocational

Special Needs Programs; the state Coordinator of Vocational Programs for the
Handicapped; a University of Minnesota professor of vocational education; the
president of the state association of special needs personnel, the secretary
of the association, and another local special needs coordinator; a University
of Minnesota professor of educational administration; the director of a pri-
vate rehabilitation facility; and a consultant engaged in developing 3 state-
wide inlormation system for special needs. The jury members individually
submitted competency statements and then met for a full day and an additional
half-day to refine and cellate the statements. *The result was a list of 44
competency statements.

Position description A.questionnaire was developed for generating information
about the organizational context, the program characteristics, and the coordi-
nator preparation and orientation. This questpenaire vas submitted to the
33 coordinatorrvin Minnesota, with 100% return.

Compqyncv rating The 44 competency statements vere presented to the Coordi-
nators with the request to check each competency as being either Not Needed,
Useful, Important, or Essential to the conduct of the job. Returns glare

received from every coordinator.

Analxsis The returns were statistically checked for patterns that might indi-
cate reliability of the instruments. The characteristics as revealed on the
position questionnaire nnd the ratings of thc competencies were tabulated.
Finally, 17 competoncies were checked against 7 characteristics of the positions
and of the incumbents to determine whether the competency ratings were those
of a single population or of distinguishaWe Sobpopnlations.
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FINDINGS'.

Instrument relpbility, To the limited extent that verification was possible,
the instruments appeared to be operating with reasonable reliability.

Organizational variables Geographic location was found to be roughly propor-
tionate among central city, urban/rural, and rural. Host incumbents were
found in Area Vocational-Technical Institutes operated by single school
districts, and most were under the immediate direction of the school director.
Most of the incumbents had job titles similar to that of coordinator and
over two-thirds of the jobs had been established within the past two calendar
years.

Program variables Mast programs were neither completely integrated nor complete-
ly segregated. In size they ranged from ten to more than 300 students. Age
levels served ranged from junior high to adults over age 21. Types of student
need mere reported equivocally. The coordinators reported supervising per-
sonnel ranging in number from zero (five programs) to over 20 (six programa).

Incumbent variables Most of the incumbents reported academic degrees of
Easters level or beyond. Most of them had had at least 9 quarter credits of
training in general education., vocational trade and industrial education,
spacial education; and educational administration. Most had been employed in
vocational education in the past. Eost of them had taught in general education
and over a third of them had taught in special education. Nearly two-thirft
were members of the American Vocational Association and more than half were
members of the National Association of Vocational Eduation Special Needs

4" w

Personnel.

Competency ratings Most of the 44 competencies were rated by the Coordinators
as being at least Important if not Essential. On the other hand, at least
one toordinator reported each of 39 competencies to be not needed at all in
his situation; only five competencies had no 'ratings of Not Needed. The
most common rating of the competencies was Essential.

Coneingences A total of 17 competencies.were sselected to be matched against
7 variables from the position questionnaire. The proposition to be tested
vas that variables on the position questionnaire could be used to divide the

. responding population into groups who would rate the competencies differently.
Of the 119.comparison, 4 were found*to be statistically significant at the

.05 level. This finding does not allow a practical division of the popula-
tion into groups; for practical purposes, they,. may be considered as a single,

but diverse, population.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Reliability or Information The information in general was considered to be
adequately reliable for this early stage in the development of a training

program.

IPPOntion unity Useful subpopuLitIons among Minnesota Coordinators of
SpeciaNeeds wen: not diacrimkated by this study. The population is best
treated as unitary and the positions nre beta: considered to be variants'af

Ole sane job. Within that name job, there in much diversity and training
approaches uhould be individualized.
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Competency patterns Perceptions of competency needs lacked unanimity; however,

the clear majority of coordinators considered most competencies on the list to
be at least Important. The conclusion is that the expert jury was successful
in generating competency statements that were reasonably compatible with the

- job of coordinator. Sone of the ratings lead to the conclusion that some of
the coordinators are not yet familiar with all of the requirements of their
jobs.

The job The-job of Coordinator of Special Needs is emergent and not yet
fully defined. It consists of a new general class of personnel in vocational
education, the first middle managers who are not trade-specific. The job
has Mbltidisciplinary affinities, with roots in at least vocational education,
spatial education, and vocational rehabilitation, as was evident in the compe-
tency ratings and in the incumbents' backgrounds.

Recommendations to the field It is recommended that the state education agency
and the incumbent.coordinators engage in continued clarification of the nature
of the coordinator job. The diversity of program and job context should not
be unnecessarily discouraged. Neither should there be suppression of the
diversity in incumbent background and orientation at this stage in the field's
development.

Recommendations for training The general research and development plan of
which this study was an early segnent was confirmed in its immediate succeeding
stages:

1. It is recommended that there be ddVeloped an individualized, modular,
Competency based inservice training program for-Coordinators of
Special Needs.

2. It is recommended that investigation be made of the applicability
of this study's findings and recommendations to other states.

3. Since the position is in many respects analogous to that of the
director of special education, consideration should be given to
using the already developed t1aini4 progrea for special education
directors vhere applicable.

4.. It is recommended that a determination be made of actual competency
requirements of the job as well as the presently reported incumbent
perceptions of competency need.

5. Finally, the competency list used in this study is affirmed to be
an appropriate one and is recommonded for further refinement, such
as the division into administrative and service competencies and
a free sort io develop a taxonomy of competencies.

Richard Weatherman,
Project Director

Cordon Krantz,
Project Coordinator
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I. JOS TULL ?lease check the box et thc right which follows the OM
stateliest which is closest to the title by which your,lob ie ;mous
inyesr district's personnel /let. Weed sec correspond to your .
state cartifitate. (6)

frogrankYanager

Case Services Manager $
Other

Director of Special
..... 3

Services .. 4

111112

Special D n Ieeds Coordiator
Support Services Manager

.
6

el

a
2. ZS ADDITION co answering the first question, please write ou the line 11

belay thc tide by which your job is listcd lu yaw district's Personnel V
list.

at
soo
qd

.-"
3. Do you think that your job should taw* a differeut title? If so. please

write on thc line hams what you think it should be: e
V
.1

0
. A

4. To whom rc you directly responsible Ix tbe conduct of your job? ft

?lease check the box ac the right following the title which is closest

..

to the title of the persou to whom you report directly.
.

(1)

Superintendent of sedistriet I
Director of a school or Mil . 2
Department head 3
Director of Special Education .. 4
Special Needs Coordinator $
Scher (write in)

6
Note than one of the shove 1

S. Naoc sod title of your immcdiatc supervisor.

7
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1
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.eos
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6, wee whose work, besides'yout own. are you resionsibleT la the bleak
following eget' title, write in the NUMFA of such persoas for vhoe
work you carry professional or supervisory responsibility. Count a

0 part time person es ONE. Niters the answer Ls sero,vrito is e10.00

Teacher(s) superrised by you (S, 9)

Support Services Naaagec(e) (10,I1)

Case Services Hansgec(a) (12,13)

Soaretarl(lu) oc other clerical supervised bY You (14,I5)

Vocatioial traluatoc(s), Work Ewa 111+0*(0 - (16.17)

for whose vurk you era responsible (14.19).Aide(s)

Other (specify) (20,21)

Other (specify) (22.23)

7. LOCATION Please clik the boa at che tight which follows cbe op*
best deseriptIon of the PRIMARY area served by your progrsa..

ceatrel city only, populacion over 20,000, of a aetiopolitan
sees

suburbs onlY, of a eity vies pepulstion over 20.000

central city. population aver $0.000. AND its suburbs

urban/rural, including city or cities of population 10,000 v2
$0.000

meetly rural. nsy include urban areas under populstion 10,000

other, DEFINE below.

(24)
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1.

WMMM,

3
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a..

I.

Pr#

Please eheek the hes at the right vhieh follow the OM
beet deseriptior of the kind of organization to vhieh >cm are responsible
la the sadaistraeloa of your progras of serviees to studeets vithapeelel
seed* la "ocatiossl. education.

steels. local school district Ale% operates CCOMMI21$1"8
educational sysees. lacluding elementary schools: nay also *perste
a vocationalteehnieel school andfor eorounity college; oay offer
vocatIonal service to residents of oche% distriers

&local school distriet organized 1181140.11X POEWATIONAL IDUCAT100i
say cover sane area es,InoTt them one local general eduestiaa school
distriet. say ba a JO= Pours board

atapeeiel post-secondary district vhieh is NOT primarily organired
fOr "ocatioul educatioft: as illustration would be junior college
or community eollege dIstrier obit.% is governed by specific area
Vials the stars and utiehmayaLso provide vocatioeal education
outlet

as Intermediate unit or Joint ?ousts Board providimg st=bcr of
oducaticoal services; NOT PitIrAPITX organised for vocaelonaI
'daintiest

other. Until below;

11/

Please enter the total operating budget amount for your special:needs '

orogratnkduring.the current fiscal year. rounded to the pretest thousand.

0 0 0 (26-29)

(26 21 28 23)

10. SEPAMAIENESS - Please check the hos at the right folloving the statement
that best describes where your special needs program operates in relatioa to
the standard vocational education program. (30)

speelal needs program operated in a separate eeneet physieally separate
fru other programs of vocational education or general education 1

,
epeeist needs program operated as aft MEM!. part of ehe standard
voestional rdueation program of your adntnisuative otgnnttotton1 no
acyarate spretal needs areas for students (may have spreial offices

f
2

for ste(f) .......

epeeist nude program neither eompletely separate nor fully integrued . 3
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134 lo 017 port of 70ot spatial sheets Ptottae provided to students in 4 eonschoo1
publle faellity moth as a sheleeted votksbop ot tthabilleatiou ttutet. MD the
Ise paid by the public school. not by vocatiooal tehabiXitatioat (31)

Tee 1.

4..

11. A= LEVELS -.Please entat in the blanks the apptoaluste pettentage of
the SPECIAL WEEDS students vho ata ae tha fir:loving levels in yout
proven. loved to the Ift2:0,t whole number (sueh sa "121"); must total
to 1001.

.

elematery a.ZI32.14)

jualorbigb or grades 7. 11, 9

scaler bigb or grades 10. U. 11 .... 440)

post secondary to age 21

adult over age 21

1014

13. Mat la the approxicare number of students vho are le either average
daily aerendssee or average dallysemberahip in your SftelAL WEEDS
'ROOM? (47-50)

(47 48 49 50)
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2
(1) (23.4) (S)

14: 100M)1TPES 1. !lease enter in the blanks the apptoximatt percentages
ot students in your SPECIAL WEEDS prograe who have the stated
cause-cha lotto of special needs. Please round to the
&tense vhole niebet (such as "12tm); aust total Ingg,

handicapped oxi7 (601)

disedvautaged only (941)

stedeseseho have borithandicap end disadvantage (I244)

Students who ere not identified am either handicapped or

disadvantaged (1317)

10tiL 100

The following quesrions relate to your expetiences and viewpoints. please

do not hesitate to give ironic opinions.

12. !lease chock the boxer boxes at the right tolloving ALL of the jobs
at whict you have been emPloyed in the past for eight months or
pores

.

Teacher in vocational education 1,2 (18)

Tocatiooal education colalselor .. a. 1,2 (19)

Teacber-voordinator, vocational education la (20)

Case services or support services manager 1,2 (21)

Teecher in.special education 1,2 (22)

tirector or supervisce ol special education . . . . 1,2 (23)

School psychologist 1,2 (24)

leuallirstJou counselor, state employee .... 1,2 (ZS)

Vocatiooal adjustecur coordinacor, schoo1/0M 1,2 (26)

Teacher lo general education 1,2 (27)

School counselor, general educacion 1,2 (28)

16. Whar vas the title of the professiooal job viich you held
Immediately before the job you nov hold?.

4 1

(29)



17. Plasma check the boxes at the right which follow Allot the
rofessional organizations to which you currently belong.

Ameticsn Vocational Association

Council on Exceptional Children

Eaellnal Rehabilitation Association

1,2 (30)

1,2 (31)

1,2(32)

American Vetsonnal and Guidance Association 1,2 (33)

Admin. of Specisl Education 1.2 (34)

UMW 1,2 (33)

16. Ghat is your present level of academic Preparation? Please cheek
the highest that applies to you: . (36)

EA or IS 1

SA or SS plus 45 quarter mitts 2

SA or liS 3

Shrn plus 45 vaster ctedits 4

Educational Specialist

PO or EdD
6

1$.7 Please check, below, ALt of the areas in which you have had.at least
quarter credits (A semester credits) of tmdergraduata or graduate

COUITSSI
.

' General aducation 1,2 (37)

Vocational, and Trade and Industrial 1,2 (38)

Special education 1,2 (39)

Vocational rehabilitation 1,2 (40)

Educational administration, program eanagenent 12 (41)

Suaineas administration 1,2 (62)

42



&

4

.-

4

20. Since you have been in yout present position, for what Ota /erect of
your lob did you find yourself to be best prepared?

-

t

4
4

. .

23.. Tot vbat on aspect of your job did you .ind yourself to is least
wen prepared? .

,

lbank you: noost tau= to:

Cordon Ersott
Educational Administration
300 Bea lth Services Building
University of Itinnesota

St. Paul, lei 55108

43
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